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OVERVIEW

• Blueprint reading
• AC/DC theory
• Residential/commercial installations
• Conduit bending, MC cable, and Romex
wiring methods
• Switches, receptacles, and load calculations
• Motor controls

• Programmable logic controllers
• Variable frequency drives
• Electronics
• Three-phase power systems
• Solar power

The WA State Dept. of Labor and Industries may recognize up to two years of training
received towards the General Journeyman 01 certification.

EVERY HOME AND BUSINESS REQUIRES ELECTRICITY
TO FUNCTION.
Nearly everything we use on a daily basis has an electronic component from lighting
to heating and cooling, from appliances to computers and video games. Being an
electrician gives you an understanding of the science which makes them work.
Electricians are needed throughout the world in both industrial and residential settings.
They read blueprints, wire buildings, repair and replace electrical equipment and
electronic devices, and install and test electrical systems for a variety of purposes.
At Perry Tech, Electrical Technology students gain a wealth of knowledge from learning
in both the classroom and a lab environment. In addition, students also gain more of
a hands-on understanding of their field through fieldtrips that take place on a regular
basis. A diverse set of instructors bring a number of skills to the table to teach and guide
students on their path to becoming an electrician.
Check out what it takes to become an electrician. Electricians work in nearly every
industry and with training from Perry Tech, you can choose your career path. Work in
the construction field, in industrial settings or for contractors maintaining and repairing
existing electrical systems.
With the advent of new technologies, the need to retrofit outdated structures, and the
increased use of alternative power sources,
exciting job opportunities for trained
electricians should continue to grow.
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For more information about our graduation rates, the median debt of students who completed the program, and other important
information, please visit our website at: http://www.perrytech.edu/programs/disclosures/ Perry Technical Institute does not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, age, ancestry, sex, veteran or military status, sexual orientation, or the
presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained guide dog or service animal by a person with a disability
in its programs and activities. The following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the nondiscrimination policies:
Title IX Coordinator | Perry Technical Institute | 2011 W. Washington Ave. | Yakima, WA 98903 | 509.453.0374 or 888.528.8586
titleix@perrytech.edu

